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1. a) What is the Bible? 2mks*NDI*
b) List areas where the Bible is used today. 10mks*NDI*
c) What were the effects of translation of the Bible into African language? 8mks*NDI*

2. a) State the achievements of King Solomon. 7mks*NDI*
b) King Solomon did more harm than good. Explain? 8mks*NDI*
c) What lessons can a modern Christian leader learn from the reign of King Solomon? 5mks *NDI*

3. a) Nehemiah is portrayed as a prayerful leader. Identify the occasions when he prayed 8mks*NDI*
   b) State the leadership qualities found in the person of Nehemiah. 5mks*NDI*
   c) Highlight the importance of prayer in a Christian’s daily life. 9mks*NDI*

4. a) Identify five categories of prophets in the old Testament. 5mks*NDI*
b) What were the duties of God’s prophets in Israel. 6mks*NDI*
c) How would you help a friend distinguish between a false prophet from a true prophet 9mks*NDI*

5. a) Pinpoint acceptable ways a man could get a wife in traditional African communities 5mks*NDI*
b) Why was childless marriage seen as an unfortunate occurrence in African traditional societies? 8mks*NDI*
c) Clearly explain the causes of conflicts between parents and children in Kenya today? 7mks

6. a) Explain the significance of traditional rites connected with death in African communities. 10mks*NDI*
b) State the significance of prayer in traditional African communities. 5mks*NDI*
c) Identify factors that promote harmony and mutual responsibility in Kenya today5mks*NDI*